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“A new era of production…
the cybernation…
almost unlimited productive capacity…
progressively less human labor”
The Imminent, Inevitable Automation Apocalypse
1. Apocalypse
Who is Stoker?
(I FOR ONE WELCOME OUR NEW COMPUTER OVERLORDS)
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2. Coming Soon
We Can Do It!
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Figure 2: Real Hourly Wages by Education
(all workers, normalized; 1973=100)

Source: Economic Policy Institute
Autonomous cars will destroy millions of jobs and reshape the US economy by 2025
3. But Definitely Coming
The Future/No Future
Why bother with Science Fiction?
• Imminent Change
• Bad News for Workers
• Air of Inevitability
• Politics of Bad Ideas
Case of Globalization (cont’d)

- Labour Law and the Institutional Dimension
• Automation: Whither Labour Law
• Basic Minimum Income
• National Mutual Funds
• Managed Technology
• Job subsidies
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• Against Reactive Analysis